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Abstract

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PIGD) goes some way to meeting the clinical, psychological and ethical problems of antenatal testing. We should guard, however, against the assumption that PIGD is the answer to all our problems. It also presents some new problems and leaves some old problems untouched. This paper will provide an overview of how PIGD meets some of the old problems but will concentrate on two new challenges for ethics (and, indeed, law). First we look at whether we should always suppose that it is wrong for a clinician to implant a genetically abnormal zygote. The second concern is particularly important in the UK. The Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act (1990) gives clinicians a statutory obligation to consider the interests of the future children they help to create using in vitro fertilisation (IVF) techniques. Does this mean that because PIGD is based on IVF techniques the balance of power for determining the best interests of the future child shifts from the mother to the clinician? (Journal of Medical Ethics 1999;25:114–120)
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Advantages of preimplantation diagnosis

The most obvious advantage of PIGD is that it enables couples to have an unaffected child without also having to have a series of terminations of pregnancy. These terminations can be particularly stressful for a woman (and her partner) because each aborted fetus is potentially a wanted child. Moreover, the knowledge that each pregnancy is conditional upon a clear test result also constrains the usual joy with which news of a new pregnancy is greeted by those “trying for a baby”. The potential of PIGD to reduce the physical and psychological wear and tear on the woman and her partner is one advantage. Another is that the failure to implant an embryo is viewed by many as morally preferable to the killing of a more fully developed fetus. This view is attractive to those who believe that the embryo gradually acquires greater moral status as it develops both physically and towards viability - hence the various cut-off points in its development which have been used to demark appropriate behaviour (the primitive streak for embryo research or the increased ability to exist independently which seems to mark the cut-off point for termination of pregnancy etc.).

Preimplantation genetic testing

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PIGD) is the result of combining our increasing knowledge about the human genome with techniques employed in assisted conception. It is currently employed when a couple have had one affected child and/or one or more termination of pregnancy (TOP) following conventional antenatal testing. Superovulation, egg collection and in vitro fertilisation (IVF) are followed by the genetic testing of each of the resulting embryos. Non-affected embryos are then implanted using the same protocols covering IVF for infertility. Preimplantation genetic diagnosis enables couples to found their family with greater confidence that they will neither give birth to an(other) affected child nor subject themselves to a series of terminations of pregnancy.
Thus, it could both be held that the embryo has moral significance and that it is in the best interests of the embryo that it is not implanted, provided that its life is not worth living. Such a view might also justify termination of a pregnancy (feticide) or non-voluntary euthanasia (of both small infants and incompetent adults).

Another perceived advantage of preimplantation diagnosis is that it gives greater choice to couples because it gives them the scope to make a decision about which of the embryos to implant, whereas TOP simply presents the choice of whether or not to terminate a pregnancy. This choice is, as we will show, somewhat of a mixed blessing. On the positive side it enables couples to maximise the advantages for their future child but within the limits of what nature provides (ie the number of embryos they have to choose between).

So, whilst not actually manipulating the genes of their offspring, they are able to choose not to implant, for instance, not just those embryos which will be directly affected by some genetic disorder, but also any embryo which carries recessive genes for some disorder. Thus, parents are able to protect their future children not just from the direct burdens of genetic disorder, but also the worries which they have themselves experienced to ensure that their own children will not suffer. In time couples may even be able to select according to other genetic traits just as they can now select the sex of their future progeny.

Of course, even as these perceived advantages are listed, old problems begin to emerge. It is one thing to accept, as some people do, that no injustice is done to the embryo if it is not implanted. It is quite another to endorse the policies and justifications which motivate the decision not to implant. For instance, what counts as a life not worth living? Is sex selection permissible? What makes a particular genetic formation a disorder rather than a difference? Is it permissible to maximise advantage as well as to minimise disadvantage? Should we be eradicating difference or intolerance to difference? These larger questions cut across the debate even if we are prepared to accept that no one of moral significance is affected by our decision not to implant any one of the embryos in question. We do not intend to dwell on these old problems, but intend instead to explore some of the new problems which PIGD has introduced, concerning whether it is always wrong to implant an affected embryo; and the extent to which PIGD involves a transfer of power away from women. There is also a third problem, concerning the greater potential for eugenic implications in PIGD because of the possibility that embryos might be selected on the basis of carrier status for recessive conditions, but this will not be discussed here for reasons of space.

**First new problem: is it always wrong to implant an affected embryo?**

It would be easy to assume that the purpose of PIGD is to ensure that only unaffected children are born, and that since the rationale for desiring this end is to avoid the life of suffering which affected children are perceived to have, in the absence of available and effective treatment for the condition in question, it must be wrong to deliberately or knowingly implant an affected embryo. It is one thing, it could be argued, for couples to refuse to undertake PIGD, but quite another for them to request that an affected embryo be implanted. The assumption that it is wrong knowingly to implant an affected embryo seems to be a shift away from the rhetoric of choice which dominates when the context is counselling concerning termination of pregnancy. Yet if it is so obviously wrong to implant an affected embryo, why is it not equally obviously wrong to continue to term under similar circumstances? One answer is that embryos have less moral worth than fetuses. Another is that termination is wrapped up with the autonomy of women whereas the ex-utero embryo is the responsibility of the clinician. We will return to this point later. The assumption that it is obviously wrong to implant affected embryos also ignores at least two other issues in the wider debate about reproductive technologies. The first is the extent to which parents can expect - where possible - to be genetically related to their offspring. The second is the extent to which we are prepared to entertain debate about what makes a life worth living, what constitutes a disadvantaged life, and under what circumstances, if any, an individual could be said to be harmed by being brought into existence.

Let’s put this into the context of some examples.

1. Simon and Claire are both in their mid-40s. They have been referred for PIGD because ten years ago they had a child with Fragile X who died six months ago. Since the birth of this child, Claire has had two TOPs following positive antenatal tests for Fragile X. Following the death of their first child, they are more than ever determined to extend their family, but acknowledge that time is running out for them. Claire is superovulated but even so only five gametes are collected. Only two of these become fertilised when mixed with Simon’s sperm. Both embryos are affected by Fragile X. Simon and Claire decide that they are
getting too old to wait any longer for a child and ask the clinician to implant the embryos. As an alternative, he offers them a place on his IVF waiting list, arguing that they should try IVF with donor gametes. They refuse because they want a child which is genetically related to both of them. He offers further PIGD, they refuse again, concerned that next time they may not even manage to produce a single embryo and that there is no guarantee that even if they do, it will be unaffected by Fragile X. They prefer instead to take the chance that this second child - if a pregnancy is established - will be less badly affected than was their first.

2. Judith and Paul are carriers for cystic fibrosis. They have both had experience of living with sufferers and want to avoid having an affected child. Following PIGD they are informed that they have six viable embryos, but one is affected with Down’s syndrome. They ask for four of the embryos to be frozen for later use and for two of them to be implanted. They are not in the least concerned about Down’s syndrome, saying that they believe that it is possible to have Down’s and still have a good quality of life. They want the affected embryo to be implanted/frozen without discrimination and at random.

3. Philip and Linda are both deaf. Linda is infertile and the couple have been accepted for IVF. Once on the programme they were offered PIGD by a well-meaning clinician who assumed that they would not want any of their children to be deaf. He is shocked when they steadfastly insist that out of their nine embryos the one with congenital deafness be implanted first - along with any one of the other unaffected embryos. The remaining embryos should be frozen for later use. They justify their decision by arguing that their quality of life is better than that of the hearing. As far as they are concerned, giving preference to the affected embryo is giving preference to the one which will have the best quality of life. They are very concerned that any hearing child they have will be an “outsider” - part neither of the deaf nor of the hearing community at least for the first five or so years of his/her life.

CASE NUMBER 1: SIMON AND CLAIRE
This case challenges us to determine whether it is permissible for a couple to put the desire for a child which is genetically related to them above the interests of the child, once born; and also, whether it is acceptable to offset the risk that they will not manage to have another successful attempt against the risk that the child may have a very disadvantaged life. To address these issues, we have to look at reproductive freedoms and parental responsibility.

There has been systematic and unresolved discussion over what makes an individual a parent, even more debate about what makes a woman a mother. This discussion has been provoked by what is perceived as the division of motherhood into, for instance, the social, the bearer and the genetic. Although most people agree that it is not a necessary criterion of parenting that one has a genetic relationship with a child, it is usually considered a sufficient qualification. The strength of this assumption has been revealed in a variety of contexts: the “father” distressed because a woman is going to abort “his” child; the reluctance of some to donate genetic material or frozen embryos; mothers who only reluctantly handed over children for adoption; men who discover that unbeknown to them, they have a child in the world whom they have never met. Likewise, as many of those experiencing the discomfort and expense of infertility treatment attest, the desire to have a genetically related child is an enormously strong one. From this perspective, it is not difficult to have sympathy with what Simon and Claire are proposing to do.

Their claim does, however, highlight the weakness of considering the conceptual issue of parenting in isolation from the responsibilities which flow from parenting. Simon and Claire are asserting a right to be parents of a particular kind - genetic parents. Whether such a right exists and if so what its content might be is contested. Yet if such a right exists, it stands to protect the goods which flow from parenting. These goods are arguably of two kinds - the fundamental and the incidental. Fundamental goods include goods which one obtains as a known side effect of having children; for instance, securing council housing, producing a football team, or having company and security in one’s old age. Fundamental goods, on the other hand, are the moral goods of parenting, the goods which parenting represent and which, without parenting, might never be achieved. These goods include the care and nurture of a child, the sense of affection and community found in loving families and the moral good of being responsible for the wellbeing of another. It is these kinds of goods which the concept of a right to parent seems to protect.

The question which Simon and Claire’s case raises is whether being genetically related to the child is an incidental or fundamental good of parenting. Or, put another way, does the right to found a family include the right to be genetically related to one’s child? On balance, the answer to this question is no. Being genetically related to
one’s child seems more appropriately located as an incidental good of parenting because it lacks sufficient weight to count as a fundamental good. This way of looking at the dilemma faced by Simon and Claire yields a quite different result from that which concentrates solely on future persons. In conclusion then, it would seem that Simon and Claire cannot insist upon having either of the embryos implanted on the grounds that they have a right to a child genetically related to them.

CASES 2 AND 3 JUDITH AND PAUL, PHILIP AND LINDA  
In some respects both of these cases raise the same issue - that there is no definitive view either about what makes a life worth living, or about what constitutes quality of life. These are not new issues. The new dimension in PIGD is the possibility of actively choosing to have an affected child; in Judith and Paul’s case because they do not see Down’s as a condition incompatible with quality of life; and in Philip and Linda’s case, because they think that being deaf is positively life-enhancing.

Of course, making an assessment of an individual’s quality of life is a moral decision because other morally important decisions will be based upon the answer reached. In this respect, one has to look at the context in which the decision is being made to gain a full appreciation of the morality of the decision itself. So, for instance, if a quality-of-life decision is being used to allocate scarce resources, we want to locate this decision in the context of debate about justice. The context for our two couples is that they are claiming the parental authority to make decisions about the welfare of their children. The context in which their decision has to be discussed is that of whether they are making a responsible or irresponsible parental judgment. The moral basis for respecting the judgment of parents is the presumption that parents have the best interests of their children at heart, that they of all people can be trusted to do what is best for their children. This is the basis upon which parental judgments command moral authority. Sometimes parents do not seem to exercise good judgment when it comes to protecting their children’s best interests. When this happens, we may consider them to be bad or even unfit parents, or sometimes no kind of parent at all! These kinds of judgments reinforce the view expressed above that it is almost impossible to look at what being a parent means without also considering parental responsibility. In this sense, not only might it be argued that the term parent is actually a moral term (as opposed to a term related to bearing, genetics or social roles), but also that it is perhaps inappropriate to separate our understanding of good parents from our understanding of what it means to be a parent.3

Whilst attractive, this leaves us in danger of denying that parents can make mistakes without losing, as it were, the right to parent. We have, therefore, to accept that parents can make misguided judgments as well as bad judgments. Also, because there is an acceptably wide understanding of what constitutes a child’s best interests, different parents may arrive at different decisions for their children without being either misguided or irresponsible in their judgment.

Now we need to apply these observations to the decisions made by Judith and Paul, Linda and Philip. We will then be in a better position to determine whether it is wrong for them to want to have affected embryos implanted.

JUDITH AND PAUL
To assess the strength of Judith and Paul’s claim, we may actually need to know more about their views about the status of the embryo. If they are making an embryo euthanasia decision (ie attempting to make a decision about the future quality of life for what they consider to be an existing child) and if they believe that Down’s is compatible with a quality of life worth having, then we will have to accept that they are making a responsible parental judgment - whether or not it is the one which we would be prepared to make for our own child.

But what if they are making a more political statement - perhaps one about the wrongness of a policy of testing for Down’s? This is a much more difficult issue to resolve because the couple are much more vulnerable to the criticism of harming the future child, particularly if they believe that the embryo itself has no moral status. Judith and Paul cast as proponents of embryo euthanasia are balancing the harm of ceasing to exist against the harm of existing with Down’s. Judith and Paul cast as a couple who believe that the embryo does not have moral worth (because it does not yet have a life at all) seem rather to be choosing to create a person with Down’s. We need to be aware that there are different points coming together here. First there is the issue unique to PIGD - that of the active choice to implant a particular embryo. Second is the old dilemma of the extent to which parents can allow their own political views to affect the decisions they take about reproduction, rather than being motivated by considerations of the interests of their future children.

It might be argued that since Down’s syndrome is not deemed to be incompatible with a life worth living, Judith and Paul do not wrong a child by
Bringing it into existence with Down’s. But however much value is attached to the lives of those who have Down’s, it nevertheless remains the case that it is not good to have the disabilities which those who have Down’s have to suffer. It is one thing to say that those who have Down’s are valuable and quite another to say that the choice between choosing to implant an affected or an unaffected embryo has no moral significance. Whether a condition is so severe as to make life not worth living is one question. Whether it is permissible to implant an embryo with a condition that will result in disability, but a disability that is not so severe that it makes life not worth living, is another. If the answer is not clear then there is a case for leaving it to parental choice. There remains an issue, however, about the sorts of considerations that are relevant to that choice.

What if, however, they argue that for them the moral significance in having the affected embryo implanted lies precisely in making a political statement about the value of those with Down’s, a symbol of their belief that a life with Down’s is nevertheless a valuable life? We cannot do justice to the wider issue here, so we will simply describe it rather than discussing it at length. In its broadest sense this question asks us to decide which takes precedence, our obligations as citizens or our obligations as parents.

The extent to which we can impose the effects of our political beliefs on our children is raised in many different contexts. The conscientious objector in an oppressive regime knows that her objections place not just herself but her children at risk of physical harm and death. Those who believe in public education for children have to decide whether or not to send their children to private schools when their children have special needs or happen to live in the catchment areas of substandard state schools. We might be happy to conclude that making these decisions is one of those areas where, once again, the boundary for responsible parental decision making is quite a wide one. Nevertheless, we also conclude that once parents cite their moral authority as parents as the reason to allow them to make such decisions for their children, the interests of the children do have to figure to a significant degree in the calculations, whatever the final decision which is reached.

LINDA AND PHILIP

Linda and Philip also want to implant an affected embryo, but in their case what they believe themselves to be doing is maximising the advantages for their future child. This decision is a difficult one to challenge. By offering a choice between possible future persons, PIGD provides not only the opportunity to avoid avoidable harms, but also the possibility of maximising advantage or enhancing quality of life.

Why are Linda and Philip able to argue that deafness is life-enhancing? One answer is that they are themselves deaf and are therefore in a good position to judge, whereas we who can hear are not. Equally, however, it could be argued that Linda and Philip because of their deafness are not in a position to appreciate what they are missing. In one sense this argument is intractable; it is impossible to claim that one form of life is better than another unless one has experienced both and even then one’s preference could be said to be subjective. One could, of course, refuse to give their claim any credibility at all by arguing that it is harming a child to engineer that she is born without the capacity to enjoy all of her senses or do all that it is possible for humans to do. This is surely the kind of judgment to which we appeal when we observe that whatever value attaches to the life of the person with Down’s, nevertheless having Down’s is a disadvantage. But Linda and Philip’s claim is more difficult to dismiss than this. Few if any of us claim that the pressure of intellectual capacity is so great that we wish we’d been born without it. We might claim that the pressures of responsibilities we have as a result are so great that we’d like to give them up in favour of a more simple life, but in considering the possibilities for this more simple life, irreversible brain damage rarely, if ever, features. Many of us have, however, found noise to be obtrusive. Too much uninvited noise is itself a recognised medical condition (tinnitus) but too much intellectual capacity is not. Some of us regularly resort to ear-plugs in order to sleep or work in environments we cannot control. Thus whilst we do not literally deafen ourselves, we certainly are prepared to trade hearing for peace and quiet.

The argument, however, may be less in terms of the quality of sound-related experience or its lack, but as indicated above, in terms of a sense of belonging to a community, a language and a culture. It is this that marks out deafness from other conditions. Linda and Philip are not simply making a political claim that people like them should not be discriminated against through programmes to screen out deaf future persons, although there are arguments for the view that screening for deafness harms the deaf community. They are motivated by the genuine belief that they are acting in their child’s best interests. Perhaps the best that can be argued against them is that they should allow their child to decide for herself whether she thinks that their quality of life is better than hers. This choice is removed from her if she is born.
irreversibly deaf. But even this solution does not address the point which they make about being an outsider.

This case highlights one of the disadvantages of giving parental decision making moral authority, namely that it can act as a trump card in those areas where there is no right answer, but where the decision which parents want to make, to choose a state in which a child is born with a hearing system which does not work, is one that most rational bystanders would not take. On the other hand, as has been suggested above, in cases where it is not the case that the child would be so disadvantaged that its life would not be worth living, it may be argued that parental choice is the best option, particularly where motivated by the child's best interests. It is precisely this that may be undermined by PIGD, however, and this is where we turn to our second problem.

Second new problem: does PIGD shift reproductive power from women to physicians?

To date, quality-of-life decisions have largely rested with women because it was impossible to make decisions over the life or death of fetuses without effecting these decisions on women's bodies. Once pregnant, a woman is free to decide whether or not to seek antenatal screening, and irrespective of this decision she is free (within legal boundaries) to determine whether or not the child is a wanted one, irrespective of any advice given to the contrary by her clinician. Although women cannot be compelled to participate in PIGD, once they have parted with their gametes and once the resulting embryos are tested, it is possible for them to lose control over what happens next. Clinicians participating in IVF have a clear statutory obligation (and some would argue that this reflects an absolute moral obligation) to consider the interests of the future child. Just as the clinician cannot compel a woman to give up her gametes, or have a TOP, or be implanted, she cannot compel him to implant embryos against his wishes. Does this mean that in all the cases we discussed above, we were wrong to assume that the decisions were the parents to make at all? The clinician, it seems, has the final say in whether or not to implant.

Or does he? There are several points to be made here. The first concerns the extent to which the clinician needs to rely solely on his own judgment. He can of course take account of the arguments of the parents - or indeed, his own ethics committee. However, the net effect of this could be to split hairs, since although he takes account of the parents' views he still has the final power to decide whether or not to be bound by their decision. Also, the 1990 Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act was formulated on an assumption that the clinician would arrive at this judgment before deciding whether or not to treat. When disagreements arise in PIGD, treatment (if this is the correct term) is already well underway. Any dispute concerns whether or not to implant existing embryos. In deciding not to implant on the basis of disagreement about the interests of the future child, the clinician not only retains his considerable power over reproductive freedom, he also gains power over what could be described as the property of the couple - the embryo - which is the product of their own gametes, which arguably are their property.

But, is it fair to assume that if gametes are property embryos are also property? If we consider that the embryo has an independent moral status, the claim about ownership diminishes because we readily accept that humans cannot be owned in any sense. If, however, we are working on the assumption that the embryo has no independent moral status it does seem reasonable to suppose that it can be owned and therefore belongs to the couple jointly (let's leave aside totally the issue of what to do if they disagree among themselves). This puts the clinician in an impossible position. He cannot implant because he does not think that it is in the interests of the child to do so, equally he cannot simply freeze the embryo since the purpose of this would be to afford the couple the chance of successfully finding a clinician who will agree to implant and this may result in a child whose interests he believes are best served by not coming into existence. Both freezing and implanting are using his skills to bring about a child. Of course, there is a precedent for suggesting that he should freeze and refer, namely the practice of clinicians who have a conscientious objection to abortion but who are expected to offer to refer patients to someone who will perform an abortion for them. The moral inconsistency of this position is obvious and needs no further explanation.

It seems to us highly probable that this tension is likely to cause problems in the future. The couple will, not unreasonably, assume that the decision in the case of PIGD will be theirs to make - because in antenatal screening it is. Likewise, the clinician cannot be blamed for assuming that he has the final word since in infertility treatment he does. Moreover, it seems likely that any "contract" which the couple make with their clinician as part of their consent prior to PIGD will be impossible to enforce - particularly in a case like that of
Simon and Claire, where the embryos in question became endowed with the additional status of being the ONLY chance for them to have a genetically related child. It remains to be seen, then, whether PIGD should be marketed as affording greater autonomy and reproductive freedom to couples when, as things stand, they are effectively putting the decision in the hands of the treating clinician.
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News and notes
Models of Teaching Biomedical Ethics: Can There be a Consensus?

A workshop on this topic is to be held at Imperial College School of Medicine, London, on 20th April 1999, from 9am to 5 pm.

The workshop is the final event in a three-year research project on European biomedical ethics education, funded by the European Commission and coordinated by Michael Parker and Donna Dickenson at Imperial College School of Medicine.

Samples of the workbooks will be available at the workshop. Speakers will include: Ann Sommerville (BMA), Tony Hope (ETHOX), Gwen Adshead (Broadmoor Hospital) and Ruud ter Meulen (Institute for Bioethics, Maastricht).

There is no charge for the workshop but places are limited. Lunch will be provided.

For more information please contact: Michael Parker on 0171 594 3368 or by e-mail: m.j.parker@ic.ac.uk.
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